
Consolidating Contact Centers 
Improves Efficiency 
Genesys Business Edition helps Cegeka, a European ICT solutions 
provider, offer world-class customer service at lower cost

Creating a single customer service view 
Cegeka provides high-quality ICT solutions across five countries, helping clients achieve their 
business objectives. Employing 3200 people, it realized a 2014 turnover of €280 million—17 
percent up on the previous year. In fact, Cegeka has become so good at outsourced IT support 
that many of its clients ask the company to take over their helpdesks, too.

Luc Greefs, Director of Shared Delivery Services, says: “The inevitable result was that we 
ended up with a distributed, multi-vendor contact center environment.” With an environment 
spanning multiple sites and at least three different contact center technologies, adding extra 
seats or capabilities was a chore. Obtaining a single view of operations was near impossible. 
The handling of emails was equally difficult.

The setup also hampered agents’ ability to collaborate with each other and with the rest of the 
business. Individuals had tried to overcome this problem with freeware messaging systems. To 
stop this free-for-all the company adopted Microsoft Lync. That’s how Cegeka found itself on 
the path to collaborative working, with presence as well as the ability to work with others 
throughout the enterprise using softphones, smartphones, and tablets.

The company’s contact center architecture had to be improved too, or its impeccable customer 
service credentials might be at risk. “We wanted to avoid that by moving to a more dynamic 
and flexible system,” adds Greefs. 
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Future-proof architecture offers easy scalability
Cegeka reviewed 22 possible vendors, finally narrowing the list down to providers that 
could offer the required levels of redundancy, reporting, and Lync and email 
integration. Genesys was one of two invited to run a proof of concept. 

“We chose Genesys for a number of reasons,” says Ruben Maris, head of project 
management. “We could see the market wasn’t very mature, so we focused on big 
companies offering high availability and the ability to add new channels. We need 
voice and email today, but might want others in the future such as web chat and 
social media.” In a growing company easy scalability was another must-have. 

Cegeka ultimately chose Genesys Business Edition for its 150 agents. The system was 
deployed across the two Cegeka datacenters for maximum redundancy.

Better, more flexible customer service
The nature of the service desk function means many customer requests arrive as 
emails. In fact, in some regions Cegeka actually receives more emails than calls. A 
channel to handle and distribute emails just like calls is thus vitally important—and 
that’s what the Genesys solution provides.

Greefs says: “We’re a lot more responsive to emails. Previously we used a pool of 
agents, and they could cherry-pick their tasks. Now we push emails direct to them in 
order of priority.” Whereas in pre-Genesys days, email response times were 
measured in hours or even days, now they’re answered virtually as speedily as a call.

There are a number of other benefits:

• Achievement against the SLA for response times to customer calls has improved to 
beyond 90 percent.

• Thanks to the use of templates, the time taken to add new call flows to the 80 that 
currently exist has dropped dramatically from around a week to a matter of minutes.

• Integrating new contact center acquisitions is faster because the new infrastructure 
is fully software-based.

“With full integration between sites we’ve improved agent collaboration and boosted 
customer service levels,” Greefs concludes.

“With full integration between sites we’ve improved agent 
collaboration and boosted customer service levels.” 

Luc Greefs, Director, Shared Delivery Services, Cegeka
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